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A CIVIL SOCIETY LEADER’S GUIDE TO USING DIGITAL TOOLS
FOR CONSTRUCTIVE TWO-WAY CONVERSATIONS

The Internet has transformed democracy, for

This guide highlights the rewards of digital en-

better or worse. But there is still incredible un-

gagement, gives tips on how to engage politicians

tapped potential for using digital tools to connect

effectively online, describes what to watch out for

Canadians, civil society organizations, and interest

(including advice for how to deal with trolls), and

groups with elected representatives, and to foster

suggests tools to help you get started.

a healthier, more functional democracy.

Why should you invest in digital engagement?
WHEN INDIVIDUALS AND CIVIL SOCIETY ORGANIZATIONS
ENGAGE ONLINE WITH POLITICIANS, THEY CAN:

Make representatives aware

Connect politicians with

of an issue // At the very

people who are knowledge-

least, digital engagement puts

able or already mobilized

the issue on politicians’ radars

on the issue // Online, other

and shows them which issues people care

members of the public can often follow

about in their community.

the conversation and jump in, providing
opportunities for politicians to connect
with and learn from those who feel
strongly about an issue.

Prioritize political action on the issue // Research shows that people are more likely to
act after they have been prompted several times. If a politician doesn’t reply to a tweet or
a tagged social media post, this doesn’t mean the message had no effect. It could have
been the message that spurred them to accept a meeting with a community advocate.
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MORE BROADLY, DIGITAL ENGAGEMENT CAN ALSO:

Generate trust in political

Create pathways to wider

leaders and in democratic

civic participation // Online

institutions // Research

political conversations are

finds that people trust politi-

sometimes dismissed as

cians more when they see them interacting

empty “clicktivism,” but when people engage

on social media and other digital channels.

online, they are more likely to participate in

By encouraging elected representatives to

their democracy in other ways. This is espe-

engage substantively with you online, you

cially true for otherwise disengaged citizens,

are helping solve a fundamental problem in

who often look to their peers or people they

our democracy: a shortage of trust in our

identify with to set an example for how to

political institutions.

become more involved.

Help ensure high-quality

Support public learning //

information reaches the

Despite all the online noise,

public // There is a growing

there is evidence that when

demand for information that

politicians talk about issues

is not mediated through traditional news,

online, citizens become more informed

which makes it easy for misinformation to

about those issues as a result. You can

spread rapidly. Civil society can use digital

play a role in facilitating these conversations,

channels to disseminate good information

especially for issues you believe deserve

and refute bad information.

more attention.
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What does good digital engagement look like?
By using digital engagement tools strategically, you

facilitate more meaningful online engagement with

can lead by example on how to engage thought-

elected representatives.

fully online. A few tried-and-true techniques can
DIGITAL ENGAGEMENT IS BEST WHEN IT IS:

Targeted // First contact

Organized // Politicians

the politician that represents

are interested in what most

your constituency. Make sure

people in their constituency

to mention that you are a

are concerned about. Organiz-

constituent and, where appropriate, include

ing and presenting surveys, public meetings,

your postal code. Messages from people

petitions—methods that show many voters

within the representative’s riding get prior-

are engaged on the issue—are more likely to

itized. Consider also contacting the minis-

catch your elected representative’s attention.

terial offices that oversee the issue you are
concerned about.

Repeated // To get your

Personal // Political staff

representative’s immediate

and politicians quickly notice

attention, the more messages

the difference between a

and notifications, the better.

personalized message and

Political staffers often monitor inboxes or

a copy-pasted message they have already

social media accounts, and issues that

received a dozen times. Using a (brief) story

receive a lot of attention are more likely to

or personal anecdote while communicating

be raised to politicians.

your points will also make the reader more
likely to remember and learn from your
message. And if staffers are moved by it,
they’ll be more likely to bring it up to your
representative.
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Connected to representatives’

Simple and focused // There

interests // You will have a

is a lot of noise online, and

better chance of engaging

“information overload” is a

your local representative if

real problem for anybody en-

you present your case in a way that connects

gaged in digital communications. To reach

to their own interests. Research what your

politicians and contribute to public learning,

politician is interested in and reflect those

it’s important to facilitate focused conver-

values in your ask. You don’t have to be par-

sations, rather than open-ended ones. For

tisan about it, but approaching the topic in a

example, political scientists have found that

sympathetic way is more likely to encourage

online town halls have the best quality con-

a response than a deeply critical one.

versations when they are organized around
a single issue.

Platform-appropriate //

Linked to hashtags and

Different digital platforms

other stakeholders // If

are suited to different pur-

you are shedding light on an

poses, and it is important to

important community issue

match the platform with the kind of engage-

or an overlooked subject, don’t hesitate to

ment you want to foster. For example, one

tag your local newspaper. They may also be

study of politicians on social media found

interested in learning more about the issue,

that new information is best received on

or in hearing what your representative has to

Twitter, while more personal or entertaining

say on the subject. Using hashtags and tag-

content is better received on Facebook or

ging other stakeholders on social media will

Instagram. Doing more serious, in-depth

also help gather attention for your cause.

deliberation may require a more specialized
platform. We list some tools on page 8.
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What should you plan for when engaging digitally?
DIGITAL ENGAGEMENT BRINGS CHALLENGES AS WELL AS OPPORTUNITIES.
YOU SHOULD BE READY FOR:

Dis- and misinformation // The digital public sphere has become the leading
spreader of misleading or false information. By being active digitally, you can
play a meaningful role in stopping that spread, and replacing misinformation
with facts. Some things to keep in mind:
Don’t respond to every wild theory float-

their sources, if other reputable news sources

ing around—you will end up elevating some

are also sharing the same information, when

little-known conspiracies to a wider audience.

the piece was written, the motivations of the

But once a rumour is widely spread, research

person who wrote or shared it, if the content

shows that refuting it is worthwhile.

matches the headline, if it shares differing view-

Communicate clearly and simply. Elevate experts or neutral third parties, who may be seen
as more impartial and persuasive than you.
Explain why something is false, by providing
alternative explanations.
Learn how to spot misinformation to make
sure you don’t inadvertently spread it. Check the
credentials of the author and the reliability of

points on the subject, and if the web address
looks suspicious.
Learn to spot bots (fake social media
accounts). The typical bot has a name with
random numbers and letters, posts more than
50 tweets a day, provides little personal information, and mostly retweets and promotes
other accounts.

Harassment and incivility // Most people know what truly harmful online political
conversations look like: over-the-top partisanship, uncompromising us-versus-them
rhetoric, incivility, and even harassment. The following research-based approaches
to communicating online can head off some of the incivility that gets in the way of
meaningful exchanges:
Modelling respectful communication online

substance from people with whom you interact.

attracts more respectful interactions. Regular

Research finds that asking others to provide

civil engagement can over time develop recipro-

detailed explanations of their preferred policy

cal behaviour in the people we talk to.

choices causes them to move beyond slogans,

Calling out online incivility can help reduce
it, and it is most effective when you are policing your own “team.” Take it upon yourself to

become more civil, and open themselves to
alternative views.
Use language that reminds people of shared

correct inappropriate behaviour in your own

identities, like national or regional identities,

supporters. They are more likely to listen to you.

rather than those identities that divide us, like

Be detailed and substantive, and ask for

political and ideological affiliations.
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Privacy concerns // Politicians should be open and transparent with citizens about
how and why they collect personal information. Transparency is fundamental to
trust, and trust brings engagement. But you are also responsible for informing yourself on how to protect your personal data and what you’re consenting to when using
online platforms. Consider:
Asking your representative how they plan to

good cyber hygiene practices. Many reputable

use any personal information they collect if they

sources provide this information in an easily

do not readily make this available (for example,

digestible format. See additional resources on

when signing up for newsletters, memberships,

page 9.

or events).

There are many good reasons that repre-

Encouraging your local representative to

sentatives may be interested in knowing more

post their privacy and data collection policies

about you online. They may wish to do more

somewhere central on all of their online plat-

targeted outreach, interpret online activity to

forms, and to link to the platforms’ own policies.

identify service gaps, or follow-up with you after

Informing yourself about cybersecurity and

an event for feedback.

Barriers to inclusivity // Not everyone has access to the Internet, and among those
who do, not everyone participates in the same way. Here are some practical
suggestions to make sure no one is left behind:

Keep language simple. (It both minimizes
misunderstanding and is less intimidating.)
If organizing a campaign, supplement digital
engagement with your elected representative with
traditional outreach methods such as organising
phone calls, writing letters, scheduling in-person

out to them. There are often simple solutions,
like employing videos with captions, using images with ALT text so that screen readers can
read descriptions aloud, and enabling text-tospeech capability.
If you’re looking to engage certain commu-

appointments, and attending events to include

nities or particular demographics, post on rele-

members of the community who are offline.

vant online forums, use micro-targeted digital

If you notice that your elected representative
is creating obstacles to participation, point it

ads on social media, and enlist the help of local
“influencers” to advertise.
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Which digital engagement tools should you use?
Different platforms exist for different purposes.

to find the right tool for the right digital engagement

Some are free, others require a modest subscrip-

job. Below are some non-exhaustive suggestions:

tion, and some can be quite expensive. The key is

Where to find politicians

Social media monitoring:

online: Twitter and Facebook

Hootsuite, Google Alerts,

// Elected representatives in

Buffer // Social media

Canada have nearly universally

monitoring platforms make it

adopted Twitter and Facebook, but most use

possible to listen to relevant discussions or

these platforms solely as broadcasting tools.

news stories posted online, and to see how

Encourage more substantive engagement by

others are interacting with your social media

commenting on posts that relate to issues

account (or multiple accounts). These tools

you care about, tagging politicians in conver-

make it simple to follow hashtags or specific

sations you think they would be able to chime

accounts, while being able to view all notifi-

in on, and using common political hashtags to

cations and responses in one place.

make sure your posts get captured for others
to find when they’re looking for related content.

Hosting interactive conversations with representatives: Facebook Live, Instagram
Live, YouTube Live, Vimeo Livestream // Streaming videos where participants can
submit questions and get answers in real time enables you to engage in conversations
with elected representatives. Facebook Live is but one example. Multiple online town
hall applications (like Zoom or Vimeo Enterprise) also exist for more formal and structured conversations. Online town halls can be effective at building trust, especially under the following conditions:
a representative sample of constituents attend; neutral third-party moderators provide unbiased
information while leading the proceedings; representatives are active participants; and town halls are
focused on a single issue. Telephone town halls are a good offline alternative (to online town halls).

Doing group deliberation: thoughtexchange, Ethelo, Decidum, Consul // For deeper forms of engagement, like asking constituents to think about and provide detailed
input for policy decisions, it is worthwhile to seek out specialized platforms and
services that enable sophisticated digital deliberation. Constituents can submit and
evaluate ideas, and work with you and each other toward consensus, which you can then share
with elected representatives. Better yet, involve politicians from the beginning and ask them to take
part in the deliberations, and see if they are willing to present the results to a legislative committee,
minister or department head, or use them to propose a bill or private members’ statement.
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Most importantly, remember that the digital pub-

ed in political decisions that affect them and their

lic sphere is much more than a place to discuss

everyday lives. We hope you find engaging online

ideas. It’s a place for collective action, for spreading

with elected representatives is rewarding and full of

awareness, and for getting more people interest-

promising opportunities.

Additional resources

Canadian Centre for Cyber Security // cyber.gc.ca
Cybersecure Policy Exchange // cybersecurepolicy.ca
Government of Canada’s Public engagement tools and resources // canada.ca/en/privy-council/
services/public-engagement-resources

IAP2 Canada (International Association of Public Participation) // iap2canada.ca
The Samara Centre’s Field Guide to Online Political Conversations // samaracanada.com/field-guide
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